
Ere Bernard Fensterwald, Jr. 	 4/15/77 
2101 L St., NW #203 
Washington, D.C. 30037 

Dear Bud, 

this is an update for you and Jim re DebrelKing I do not forgo a comments 
on my learning about bow hard I am to get along with. I keep hearing it in gaoeralitiea, 
yesterday from Walter who is oblivioca to his own bad behavior with me. I was not as 
pointed as I could have been, less than I should have been, and I donitt know if what 
I was trying to tell him will get through to him if he thinks about ite 

Prior to the first neeidagewith him and Roberta I discussed a reformulation of the 
new King book with Jim and Lee Payne. We agreed in genes on a simply structure. When 
Jim and I met with Welter and Ribezte they said they liked it. They wanted to see what 

have to support whatt I sexy so they agreed to come down with Geller and house counsel, 
Jame They they got their dates mixed UP and wasted two more 'leeks getting esseemizee 
around to that. Theyssaid they were impressed, that they had never dreamed about such 
beastopeing for any 1000*. 

We talked about other workee those of which you know. Rhere was such excitement 
that Walter offered me at deal for this and three more boils, the seeen& three to be 
delivered within a year. I could not accept pike and did not. 1  gave him a partial 
explanation. I gave bim the rest yesteryda. Be then admitted that my refusing to accept 
the contract be offered me was in his iaterett. When I declined it when -they were here 
he abruptly ewitobed to we'd do the first and see how we get along. I agreed. Be asked 
me wha t I want and I said $20425,000 advance and help, an assistant and an editor. It 
le my recollection this was more or less agrefd to at the $20,000 figure and that they 
had only one vestige, could Geller be hurt. Dem on the book but some on whether he'd 
have to be detached. I told them I wanted to plan the book with than and they said they'd 
be in touch. I told Walter I was Inman that ' would not suet drop but that the minute 
I get a contract I would, that I'd pashas mums possible to clean anything I could up. 

Weeks pass with no word. 1  phone. le is apolegetic. I say when will we sit down mad 
plea the book. He'll be bank to me the heat day. t does not happen. Yinallee wheat I have 
transportation problems -my ride's wife's pregnancy - ha tells me domn*t worry, they'll 
cone here is neeeeeeeee  Finally it is eat up for yesterday. 

In the time he's masted I could have completed a draft. 

We start talking yesterday and he is ecstatic about another book. I should write a. 
first-peeeon one saying how great I am. I decline. Be explains further and it is less 
objectionable. Still further explanations and I say it can be a worthwhile book but that 
1 will not write it, I'll co-author it. By this time it is clear he is waving t 	1. ft 
would be a great book if I include a few of the Xing documents I showed then. I refuse 
and say I'm there to talk about a ing bodk, that 1  think itbbbas unprecedented potential, 
that we wore to have gotten beam together to plan it and still have not. So be backs off 
this scrimshaw but with conspiouous Zack of enthusiasm. 

Unease Roberta never says ahything sae was cued in to this interpretation, than, 
earlier or both. She bad nothing to soy. Here I am saying that ' have more than anyone 
on n use, tell me what yea want so I can do what you want and I still have no answer. So 
I tell then bow I visualize it and they agree. this is where it corms out that everyone 
Waite- talked to tell him I am impoeeible to get along with. They have been toying for all 
thee* months, are never as good as their word, I em patient with all their childish games 
with a serious subject, I give them carte blanche on content and editing and I am hard 
to get along with. 
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BO mentioned no names and I asked. none. 

But I want it known by all my sipposed friends that if I ever heart this one time 
with attribution the one to whom it is attributed will never forget it. There is not 
one about whole I cannot tick off a ruinous record, And I will, believe me. 

ity unpardonable sin appears to be seeing clearly and correctly, forecasting accurately 
and then about all of this maintaining  a public silence. 

Not one ever asked for help without getting it. Net one ever paid me for this, 
except with this miserable personal business in which each seeks to hold me reeoonaiblo 
for his own failings, not uncoumonly the same failings repeated over and over. 

If we can:,t undo the past I'm not reliving it as now I'm being forced to with Walton. 
Now I'm in a bind. entirely of Walter's makina, probably at least partiatly infuenoed 

by thia nasty business. It is emaotly as I told him, if we did not proceed immediately 
time problems would develop. I could see some. There have been others. 

I hear much about the great accomplishrente of others if I do not see them. I try to 
do what I can and I know what it produces. But when I am without means I have to find 
west meet to pay what for me are conaiderable costs. I've about cleaned iut what remains 
of what we got for the Eyeattetowz property and I have to do anything I can to be able 
to pay what for me are oppresauve coats. i have an income for tnia week that will pay 
for perhaps six weeks of predictable coats. Once it is past, if there is not a result 
that can yield more and if it aces will take more time, I now have to help iio prepare 
what we must do in C.A.75-226. There are, of course, other matters that regOirt time 
and cannot be ignored. 

This means that thanks to Walter and his vacillations and the influence all my 
supposed friends have had on him I cannot for a little while at to what he has asked. 
As soon as I can I will. It may be as little as a week. I won't know until after 'in2 is 
back and has hold of things again. 

I want you to know what I did to eliminate problems. It is not only to give them 
carte blanche, which is more than enough. I arranged with  both ;'es Payne and Reward for 
them to read copy at the slaw roughedraft level and for 	Benrahan to edit - all before 
retyped copy gets to Zebra. If you don t know obn he was State editor of the Poet until 
the pressman's strike, when be was fired for supporting the preasmen. I had also arranged 
for local copy reeeing as it came out of the machine but that person since has been 
taken ill. I have other people working on earlier preparations for me. Now you tell me 
this is being hard, to get along with. 

On substance I tell you only that we have never had anything like this. I have shown 
Walter and his people eneugh but very little. I have copies duplicated out of my Poeseeelon• 
If you want his evaluation ask 4im. I have not authorized him to tellanyone what the fact 
or evidencg are. I add to this that with what -Lane has chine to you and 'Jim in timestao 
his monstroity it is impirtant for both of you for me to have this out as peon as poseible. 

When I have this all put together Jim wants to deliver a copy to Yriffin Bell. I think 
Bell will want it. Or be very sorry if he does not. 

Walter wants an outline and a sample ohapter. Because it will take longer for a reel 
Chapter I offered an outline and the introduction. Be does not want that. his means it 
has to take more time. There is not this rime. But I also have no chouce because I can't 
go around the publishing houses and I can t do anything about this wretched bullshit so 
many people have been makingssm= *steers out of in Obildieb efforts at self-justificatiou. 
As soon as I can I will do what Walter really does not need now. it is an excuse for 
something else. I will than be prepared to proceed on my own again if 1"-v3 does not make 
firm coomitments, including date of publication and promotions4f at my age and in my 
condition it is not wise for me to have another book to pay for and promote and less wise 
for me to take this time for from other work Itreelly have little abouce. This dilletantism 



and the unchanging dilletantes are the reason. 

I can't explain alter in this. It makes no sense. If there were meat to any of 

his shifting **nosed reasons a nominal expenditure would eliminate them. 

Be supposedly wants books that can bring him prestige. I leave you with your own 

description of yours. I'm sure you were boneet in what you told me. If 'Cantors is 

eelood it will not be really significant. McDonald's, in spite of what they may tell you, 

they knew was a  fake when they did it. So you tell me why he has been spinning my 

wheels for me all this time with a workk of such solididy it cannot be imagined. 

If I correctly understood something he suggested he also hae other crap in his gut. 

I don't know whose book or what aspect. 

Nan:while, as I told bite eseterday, I know of ether shit books be has been offered. 

I told him of Lifton'e and Chastain's and he saw I knew what I way: talking about. I do 

believe that when he bas other vine works under consideration stalling ms and shifting 

around and not keeping his word are not encouraging. 

5o while I am iepreceed by him, find him to be an able man, a pleasant leas, I 

have questions. he talks one was and gpes another. he appears not to have any interest 

in meaningful work regardless of what he says. 

The more crap he erinta the lase chance there will be for serious work, even if he 

manages to make money from crap. I do not expect a repetition of McDonald and if the 

work is bad enough I may not be silent about it. 

it is possible to simplify this, to say that when you have eat one putaisher 

you have met them all. So be is another publisher, regerdless of what he says about 

himself. Mocking at it this itay he ie no eorse thee others. ind I neither want to publish 

eyself nor mail books out myself. Even if the only ones of my books that have not done 

well are those others published. So 	do as he sake as soon as I man and hope that 

the effeote of the bug that bit him will wear off. 

When he was here Walter was so excited about agent Oswald he wanted that first. 

Sow he is not It talking about it. 

What he is doing to me, if he goer ahead, is saddling me with the burden of all the 

crap be has under contract and in mind. If they do not do well and he does not do well 

I'll be paying far it. Incredibly he cannot realize he is talking about crap. 

I am unhappy about this situation and more than unhappy about all the taxeey 

lousy things being *Rim said about me becaueo ite they ate hurting not me but what I can 

do or it seems now even try to do. If this caeAt be undone it had better not be repeated 

by anyone apt prepared to say it to ey face. Whether it is presently a factor or it not 

I caliSf be sure. It is Waiter's explicit *explanation.' What it has meant on the Bill 
should be painful to anyone of decent co acme 

With all of Walter's shifting ho may shift again. If we go forward an this perhaps 

it will mean that I can have an assistant, can be more effecieat, can do Aare. 

Ie any event I hope that those who think they know me Can understand that it is 

the real me that would have nothing to do with his attractive offer of an sea ege-

trip, nationwide attention and all that goes with it. All I really want to do is what 

have from the first, not what others invent and come to believe. 

As I told eathe, this time I may have to tangle with tee. Much as I'd enjoy it 

the only reason I'd do it is because it is necessary. Meen72hile I'll do nothiru to die- 

courage any of his appearances, any promotions for his terrible, staff and any of the 

copies of plugs and stories or tapes I may get. In the end they 11 help. I think your 

interest will be served by getting tapes of his two recent appearances on the Jerry 

show, one with Cohen and Litton and a later one from Palm each, by phone. 
Sincerely, 


